CARE & CLEANING GUIDE FOR GLASS SINKS
Thank You for Choosing an Eden Bath™ Glass Sink
To help you stay as happy with your Eden Bath™ sink as the day it was installed, please follow the care
and cleaning instructions provided in this document. If you have other questions, please feel free to
contact our Customer Service department at 1.877.578.5584 or sales@edenbath.com. For more
information about your Eden Bath™ sink, please visit our website at www.EdenBath.com.
GENERAL
For the best cleaning & care results when maintaining your Eden Bath™ glass vessel sink, please follow
all instructions carefully and only use the suggested cleaning products and supplies. Using other cleaning
agents may cause discoloration or damage to your sink and could potentially affect the beauty and
functionality of your sink.
Always test all cleaning products and supplies on an inconspicuous area of your Eden Bath™ sink before
applying to the entire surface.
Wipe all surfaces clean and rinse them completely with water immediately after applying a cleaning
product. Rinse and dry any excess cleaner that may land on adjacent areas. Do not allow an cleaning
product to sit on the sink, as it may soak in and cause damage.
Use a soft, damp cloth or sponge. DO NOT use an abrasive material like a scouring pad, brush, or steel
wool, to clean the surface of your Eden Bath™ sink.
The effectiveness of all cleaners depends on factors like water hardness and temperature, consistency of
cleaning product formulas, and age/condition of the product being cleaned. Variations in these, and
other, factors mean that Eden Bath™ cannot guarantee the effectiveness of any cleaner or procedure
used. Please see our product warranty for further information on what is covered under normal
conditions of use at http://www.EdenBath.com/TermsPolicies.asp.
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CARE & CLEANING GUIDE FOR GLASS SINKS
GLASS VESSEL SINKS
To prevent water spots and clouding, rinse and wipe the inside of your glass sink with a microfiber
cleaning cloth after each use.
Clear Frosted Glass Sinks: For a more thorough cleaning, use water and a mild (ammonia-free) liquid
soap detergent. Apply the cleaner to the sink’s interior only with a soft sponge. Rinse with lukewarm
water and pat dry with a microfiber cleaning cloth. To keep the exterior of the sink spot-free, simply
wipe off excess water with a microfiber cleaning cloth after each use. For a more thorough cleaning of
the exterior, use a mixture of a mild (ammonia-free) liquid soap detergent and water.
Multi-Color Glass Sinks: For a more thorough cleaning, use water and a mild (ammonia-free) liquid soap
detergent. Apply the cleaner to the sink’s interior only with a soft sponge. Rinse with lukewarm water
and pat dry with a microfiber cleaning cloth. To keep the exterior of the sink spot-free, simply wipe off
excess water with a microfiber cleaning cloth after each use.
For hard water deposits or lime scale on the bowl’s interior, consider one of the following cleaners:
Cinch Streak Free Multi-Surface Cleaner, Mr. Clean Antibacterial Multi-Surface Spray, or Formula 409
Glass & Surface Cleaner. Apply the cleaner to the inside of the sink and immediately rinse with warm
water and pat dry with a soft cloth. To prevent streaks, use a microfiber cleaning cloth to dry the sink.
Do not use cleaners containing any abrasive powders, bleach, ammonia, alcohol, or chlorine. These
products may damage the sink surface.
Do not use any abrasive pads.
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